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man as Micawber to such a man as old Cheeryble. No
doubt, as you say, Shakespeare " adored creating lago "
(I should not use the word " adored "), but that does
not mean that he either liked lago or meant us to like
him . .. . I rather doubt your theory that the characters
matter more in the comedies. One would be more
interested to meet Brutus or Hamlet or Cordelia or
Desdemona or Juliet or even Cleopatra than anybody in
the comedies except FalstafE There, that will set you off
again.
Yours aflec.,
john C. B,
To his daughter ]ane	Wramplingham Hall,
Wymondham, Norfol^
December 16, 1929
(4.15 p.w.)
my dearest jenny,
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You will feel it* dreadfully I know, such a passionately
loyal Churchwoman as you have always been, I am very
unhappy about it myself and feel for so many people who
will be sad, and most, I think, for you, because you are
you: and for the dear old Archbishop to whom it must
almost be a deathblow. Yet he is so brave and so wise that
I feel sure he won't let his disappointment lead him into
making any rash pronouncement about it It can't but
have very bad results of all sorts, I fear. The worst will
be utter lawlessness; and the Bishops—as York perhaps
unwisely said—deprived of all spiritual authority against
whatever practices the new Prayer Book would not have
allowed* And it is horrible to think that the Prayer Boot
will probably be an issue at the next General
with the worst possible results of every kind* I
read the debate yet, but it was evidently very ;
managed, and I suppose " the Protestant
had spent no end of money in
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